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A number of suggestions have been advanced in recent years concerning the

risks posed to nuclear power plants by offsite hazardous materials relative to

(1) the regulatory approach including considerations of minimum and safe

standoff distances, exclusion distances, site acceptance ceilings and floors,

screening distances and screening probabilities, plant design, etc., and (2)

the analysis and evaluation procedures such as material screening criteria,

plant vulnerability, standarized physical models., etc. An evaluation of

current analyses and approaches indicates that th?".« complex problemj variety

of approaches, and safety concerns ma> be better accommodated by developing

criteria and treatments along the lin;s of a so-called "conditional risk"

approach. Specifically, the probability (P) of some ultimate consequence (C)

occurring from an accident (A) involving hazardous materials is given as P(C)

= P(C/A) x P(A). Assuming that the plant to accident site standoff distance

is the fundamental independent variable of the risk methodology, certain

conditional risk designations and conditions can be made and are given in

Table 1.

In general, the conditional risk approach forces attention upon the

nature of the important probability distribution functions. These depend upon
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variables that (1) can usually only be statistically represented such as

accident variables, ignition sources, etc., and (2) are involved in the

phenomenological mechanisms such as material release, spreading, dispersion,

threat environment, and plant response processes. In the latter case, the

probability density functions associated with the physical ranges of the

variables are employed such that probability distribution functions can be

calculated via deterministic models. It should be noted that P(C/A) exclusion

criteria ultimately relate to the physical scale of the possible threat

environments, i.e., exclusion regardless of accident probability, and P(A)

exclusion criteria relate to the frequency factor, i.e., exclusion regardless

of consequences.

The approach can be further refined by relating the ultimate consequences

to the threat (T) environment that is the source of plant damage mechanisms

through P(C/A) = P(C/T) x P(T/A). For many threats, e.g., explosion, water

inundation, toxicity, it is possible to define target susceptibilities in

terms of threat threshold levels such that P(C/T) = 0 for threat levels lower

and P(C/T) = 1 for those higher than the threshold; the threshold is

established by the vulnerabilities associated with both inherent and

engineered safety features. In these cases, Table 1 is refined by simply

replacing the consequence (C) by the threat (T).

The characterization of hazardous materials is very complex and involves

material properties, quantity and operating conditionss accident variables,

material mobility factors, far-reaching threat environment factors, site

variables, and plant features. Accordingly, hazard scenario development is

the central issue in these hazard evaluation studies. Since these scenarios,
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particularly, those that may pose a threat to a nuclear power plant, are

rarely occurring and very complex events, considerable extrapolation of. the

stochastic and phenomenologica.l data bases and analyses are usually

required. In certain scenarios, e.g., accidents along transportation routes,

some statistical data is available, but most events will require descriptions

in terms of systems/physical models and reliability/probability density

functions of the independent components/variables. Further, conservative

and/or worst-case models are often difficult to justify whenever competing

stochastic or deterministic effect are involved, and the more formal approach

suggested here can directly alleviate this situation.

The conditional risk approach is based upon the scenario methodology with

regard to (1) the definitions of what constitutes A, T, and C and the

underlying physical variables, and (2) the development of appropriate safety

criteria. The main computational advantage of this approach is to treat the

variables that physically couple the events in the P(A), P(T/A), and/or P(C/A)

calculations as basic independent variables of the respective analyses, e.g.,

the exposure length of the transportation route in P(A) and the accident

location in P(T/A), and to relate these variables to standoff distances.

The currently used approach is essentially the "acceptably safe"

evaluation, i.e., one of minimizing the overall risk until generally accepted

risk guidelines are satisfied through the establishment of plant standoff

distances from potential accident sites and the provision of engineered safety

feature at the plant. Although this certainly encompasses the other

conditional risk evaluations, it is thought that the latter may offer distinct

advantages with regard to (1) the perception of safety, (2) the direct impact



and sensitivity of parameter variations upon the risk, (3) straight-forward

implementation of alternative safety standards and measures where applicable,

(4) the development of more varied and scenario dependent safety criteria, and

(5) the establishment of more detailed, efficient, and streamlined regulatory

guidance and safety evaluations.
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STANDOFF DISTANCE

Physically Safe

Expected Safe

Acceptably Safe

Exclusion

EXPOSURE CONDITIONS

ACCIDENT PHENOMENOLOGICAL

P(A) ~ 0 or P(C/A) ~ 0

P(A) very low or P(C/A) very low

- P(C) acceptably low -

P(A) unacceptably or P(C/A) unacceptabiy
high high

TABLE 1 CONDITIONAL RISK APPROACH
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